
GRADEY CULLINS
gradeycullins.com @ gradeycullins@gmail.com github.com/GradeyCullins

Software Engineer with over five years of experience at startup and corporate businesses. 
Passion for crafting meticulous web applications and services. Experience leading Agile 
development teams and overseeing software features from conception, to design, to delivery.

SKILLS Strong Familiar

JavaScript/Typescript Golang Node.js SQL/PostgreSQL Docker Kubernetes
HTML5/CSS3 React Vue.js Java C#/.NET MSSQL Python Solidity

EXPERIENCE

Lead Software Engineer at Radom Aug 2021 - 2023

 Led startup agile development team of 4 building apps with Vue, React, Rust, Solidit
 Worked with founders to translate vision into technical feature breakdown
 Mentored junior programmers and did code reviews across all projects (Vue/React, Rust, 

Solidit
 Worked with design team to prototype and review Figma designs and approve for dev

Software Engineer at Hoodoo 2018 - 2021

 Worked as full stack engineer building a cloud-native platform to deploy and manage Adobe 
AEM instances run in AW

 Worked with founders to plan features and triage client feature requests and bug
 Developed responsive, mobile-first SPA in Vue.js/Typescrip
 Built performant Golang REST AP
 Built Node.JS CLI that runs and manages docker containers using Docker AP
 Built web scraping docker image to download Adobe resources using K8s cro
 Managed and deployed multiple services with Docker, Kubernetes, Helm Charts, AWS, and 

GC
 Developed of pages/components in Vue.js for westerndigital.com as subcontractor 

Full-stack Web Developer at Navitaire May 2017 - Jan 2018

 Worked as full-stack engineer on e-commerce flight and vacation booking software using 
C#/.NET/MSSQ

 Coded an optimization for Angular.js app that bundled HTTP requests to reduce blocking 
network request

 Developed multiple features for C#/.NET backen
 Developed automated API testing suite using Postman CLI and Powershell scripts


EDUCATION

B.S. Computer Science from University of Utah 2013-2018

PROJECTS
Purity Vision - browser extension and API for hiding NSFW images on webpages using Machine 
Learning

PDFren - CLI tool that automates Adobe’s online PDF compressor tool


